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Bourgain has shown that if X is a Banach space which does not have the Radon- 
Nikodym Property (respectively, the Point-of-Continuity Property), then X has a 
subspace Y which also fails to have the respective property, but which has a finite 
dimensional Schauder decomposition. We extend this result to spaces X failing the 
Convex Point-of-Continuity Property. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
A Banach space X has the Point-of-Continuity Property (PCP) if every 
bounded subset A of X has relatively weakly open subsets of arbitrarily 
small (norm) diameter. The name of the property derives from the fact that 
X has PCP if and only if for every closed, bounded A c X, the identity map 
id: (A, wk) + (A, 11.11) has a point of continuity [l]. 
If we can further require that the relatively weakly open subsets of the 
bounded set A be determined by single functionals, then we say that X has 
the Radon-Nikodym Property (RNP). (For further material on RNP, see 
C61 and C21.1 
An immediate consequence of the Hahn-Banach Theorem is that the 
class of spaces being considered in the definition of RNP is not enlarged if 
we restrict our attention to bounded, convex subsets of X. However, such 
is not the case for PCP. We say that the Banach space X has the Convex 
Point-of-Continuity Property (CPCP) if every bounded, convex subset of X 
has relatively weakly open subsets of arbitrarily small diameter. It is clear 
that the class of.spaces having RNP is a subset of the class of spaces having 
PCP, which in turn is a subset of the class of spaces having CPCP, and it 
was shown in [3] and [9] that each of these inclusions is proper. As 
convexity properties of Banach spaces are quite important, much work has 
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recently been focussed on the characteristics of spaces with CPCP 
c4, 5, 8, 91. 
A finite dimensional (Schuuder) decomposition (FDD) of a Banach space 
X is a countable family {F,,) 7 of finite dimensional subspaces of X such 
that for each x E X there is a unique sequence {x,, ),‘- c X such that I,, E F,, 
for all n, and x = x T- s,, (convergence in norm). 
The relationship between the finite dimensional structure of a Banach 
space and the geometric properties RNP and PCP has been extensively 
studied. On the positive side, Ghoussoub and Maurey showed in [7] that 
if X is separable, then X has PCP if and only if X has a boundedly com- 
plete skipped blocking finite dimensional decomposition, which is a variant 
of the concept of FDD. On the negative side, Bourgain showed in [ 1,2] 
that if X is a Banach space which does not have RNP (respectively, PCP), 
then X has a subspace Y which does not have RNP (respectively, PCP) 
and yet Y does have an FDD. It was in [l] that the notion of CPCP was 
first introduced, under the name Property (*). 
The purpose of this note is to show that Bourgain’s proof can be 
modified to extend his theorem to the case of Banach spaces failing CPCP. 
THEOREM. Let X he a Banach space which does not have CPCP. Then X 
has a subspuce Y such that Y also does not have CPCP, but Y has an FDD. 
Before proceeding to the proof of this theorem, let us establish some 
notation. The set of positive integers will be denoted by N. If 11 .I/ is a norm 
on a Banach space X, then ax, eX, and cyX denote the corresponding 
closed and open unit balls and the unit sphere of X. If x E X and Y > 0, then 
“@(x, Y) = (v E X: /Ix - y/I < r} = rQX + x. For A c X, A and 2” denote the 
closure of A in the norm and weak topologies of X, respectively. The action 
of an element x* of the dual space, X*, on an element x of X will be 
denoted by (x*, x). 
We require two basic lemmas, both due to Bourgain. 
LEMMA 1 [ 1, Lemma 91 (See also [ 10, Lemmas 7 and 83). Let X be a 
Bunuch space. If X does not have CPCP, then there is an equivalent norm, 
II .I/, on X and E > 0 such that if llxli < 1, F < X is finite codimensionul, and 
V is a weak-open neighbourhood of x, then diam gX n (x + F) n V 3 E, where 
“gg and “diameter” both refer to the norm )I .II. 
LEMMA 2 [2]. Let X be u Banuch space, nEN, E >O, A c X, and let 
x E A”‘. Then there exists a,finite subset J of A such thutvif {fk}l is a set of 
n functionals in BXq, then 
Jn (I’EX: I(fk,x-y>l <E, k= 1, . . . . n} #0. 
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Proof of Theorem. For n EN, let @,, be the set of rationals in [0, l] 
with denominators at most n. For a subset C of X, let 
Let 11 .[I be the equivalent norm produced by Lemma 1, with corre- 
sponding E > 0. Let {y,} c (0, cc) b e such that n (1 + y,) < co. We define 
a sequence {A,} of finite subsets of %X and a sequence {E,} of finite 
codimensional subspaces of X as follows: 
Let x E ax, A, = {x}, and E, = ker x*, where x* E 9”* is chosen such 
that (x*, x) = I(xlI. 
Now suppose that A,, and E,, have been defined for some n. Let x E A,,. 
By the choice of the norm, 
diam ax n (x + E,) n V> E 
for every weak-open neighbourhood V of x. Thus if 
A = (axn (x + E,,))\Wx, 421, 
then x E A”‘. By Lemma 2, we can choose a finite subset J; of A such that 
for every set of n functionals { fk}; c 93x*. Note that dist(x, J;) >, s/2. 
Let A,+ 1 = co,(A, u (UIIEAn Jt)). Then A,,+, is a finite subset of “21,, so 
there is a ‘finite subset A,, r c 9x* such that if x E span A,, , then there is 
an x*EA,+, such that llxll < (1 +7,)(x*, x). Let E,, 1 = n-rsEd,+, ker x*. 
This completes the construction of the sequences {A,} and {E,}. 
Now let X,, = span A,, for n EN, and let Y= U X,,. We claim that this 
subspace of X satisfies the conclusions of the theorem. 
First we will show that Y has an FDD. Observe that the definition of 
A n+ I ensures that 
A IIt1 cco,(A.+E,)=co,(A.)+E,, 
and so 
x n+l =span A,+1 cspan(A,+E,)=X,+E,,. 
Thus 
x ,,+,=(X,+E,)nX,+,=X,+(E,nX,+,). 
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By the definition of E,,, if XE X,, and YE E,, nX,,+, there is an 
x*~d,,cE,$ such that 
//XII d (1 + Y,J<x* ,x>=(l+y,)(x*,x+I’)~(1+5’,)/~x+yll, 
and hence there is a projection rr,,: A’,, + , + A’,, with l/rr,,l/ < 1 + y,,. Thus 
there is a projection 
P,: i, x,+x,, 
with 
llP,Jl$j (1+7*Kfi (1 +YkN% 
n I 
and so P, extends to all of Y. Note P, P, = P, P, = P, if m < n. 
Let F, = (P, - P,, _ r) Y. It is elementary that {F,} is an FDD for Y. 
Now we turn to the question of showing that Y does not have CPCP. 
Let .98 = U A,. First observe that &? is convex. For if x, y E 9, 0 < t d 1 and 
6 > 0, then choose n EN sufficiently large so that there is an integer k, 
0~ kdn, such that [k/n-t1 <d/3, and there are x,, y, EA, such that 
IIx - x, 11 < 6/3 and I/y-y, 11 < 6/3. Then 
by the definition of A, + , , and 
since xi, y,~%?r=C~. Since 6>0 was arbitrary, tx+(l--t)y~B, and so 
Sl is convex. 
Now suppose ~~549 and 
v= (YE y: I(f;, x-y)1 ~6, k= l,..., m}, 
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where 6>0 and (fk};2c9iJyr. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, we may 
assume { fk)~c9?lx*. Choose n > m sufficiently large so that n- ’ < 6 and 
Vn A,, # a. Then by the definition of JG, Jtn V# 0. Since XE&?, 
Jc c !A?‘, and dist(x, J:) > s/2, we must have 
diam V n a >/ dist(x, V n J;) B 42, 
and so Y does not have CPCP. 1 
Remark. Observe that if {F,} is an FDD for a Banach space X, then 
the mappings x H xn, where x, E F, and x = C x,, define projections 
Qn: X+ F,. The number 59 = supn \Ic; QkII is called the Grynblum constant 
of the FDD {F,}. It is clear from the proof of our theorem that the 
number JJ ;” (1 + y,) dominates the Grynblum constant of the constructed 
FDD for the subspace Y, and thus we can choose this FDD with 
Grynblum constant arbitrarily close to 1. 
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